
We walk alongside each other through life, because that's
what we do here at Street Grace. - Survivor Leader

Launched the                                                                                        spearheaded  by former US Ambassador-

at-Large for Trafficking in Persons Susan Coppedge and former Attorney General Sam Olens, that trains and

connects attorneys with survivors who need help vacating or restricting their records.

2020AT A GLANCE

You have made
me more
confident on how
to deal with
trafficking and
helping myself and
others protect
themselves.
- Student

Invited to the White House         3
Utilized this time to enhance our financial credibility, accountability, and

transparency by acquiring and maintaining GuideStar, Evangelical Council

for Financial Accountability, and Excellence in Giving seals of transparency. 

Completed and published the IRB certified

different times to speak about our demand reduction work.

Garnered over followers and likes on our TikTok associated with the Help Locker Campaign153K 3M
prior to the official launch with the last video, alone, receiving over             views.             

        
8M

Hosted our largest and most successful Demand an End 5k ever, with participants in over 30 states.

65KDelivered our Virtual Education Series to over 

Translated educational materials to 

viewers since the Stay at Home order in spring.

275KGracie, our self-learning artificial intelligence chatbot, has had over 

text exchanges, each conversation representing one NOT had with a real child.

We’ve heard you, and our new Law Enforcement Platform will now allow data

collected by artificial intelligence to aid in the arrest and prosecution of

perpetrators.                                

Illicit Massage Industry
beginning to affect legislation being proposed in the coming legislative session. 

Spanish

.
Joined forces with                                                    Georgia Cares
under the Street Grace banner to secure our

position as a leading organization with the most

knowledgable team of experts at the helm of our

advocacy efforts to eradicate CSEC.                           

Street Grace Justice Project

Street Grace
taught us how
to step out in
leadership and
use our voice
to shine light on
darkness.
- Survivor Leader
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